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STANDARD PRODUCT GUIDE 

SHORT PRODUCT NAME:    Portable Laptop Stand + USB-A Hub 

LONG PRODUCT NAME (Internal): Portable Laptop Stand + Integrated USB-A Hub 

LONG PRODUCT NAME (External):  Targus® Portable Laptop Stand + Integrated USB-A 
Hub 

CATEGORY: Laptop Accessories > Stands 

MODEL #: AWU100205GL 

UPC: 092636357399 

PRODUCT TAGLINE  

Ergonomic connectivity anywhere 

META DESCRIPTION (160 characters) 

The Targus® Portable Laptop Stand + Integrated USB-A Hub (AWU100205GL) merges the 
functionality of a USB-A hub with the ergonomic benefits of a laptop stand.   

SHORT COPY (25 WORDS) 

Save space and support better posture while staying connected to your workspace essentials 
with the Targus® Portable Laptop Stand + Integrated USB-A Hub.  

FEATURE BULLETS 

 Easily connect multiple peripherals and power to a host laptop via a single cable 

 USB-C® 5 Gbps Alt. Mode 10-inch host cable supports PD pass-thru Fast Role Swap* 
up to 100W** 

 4 x USB-A ports (5 Gbps) - 1 fast charging 

 1 x USB-C®Using the Power Delivery 3.0 pass-thru port  

 Stand supports most laptop devices from 10–15.6-inches 

 Easily portable and foldable to 2.5” x 10” 

 5 adjustable heights help reduce neck pain and allows for air flow for heat reduction 

 Made of high-quality, lightweight aluminum  

 Windows®, macOS®, iPadOS®, Chrome OS™ compatible 

 2-year limited warranty 

 
* Requires compatible PD 3.0 host 
** USB-C PD power adapter is not included 
MEDIUM COPY (PRODUCT ANNOUNCEMENT) 50-100 words 

Maximize comfort and connectivity with the Targus® Portable Laptop Stand + Integrated 
USB-A Hub. Using your laptop’s USB-C® port, this stand adds 4 USB-A ports to your device 
making it easy to connect your favorite workspace accessories without the hassle of plugging 
and unplugging with every use. Unlike many typical hubs, this one supports up to 100W* PD 
pass-thru with Fast Role Swap**, so your laptop maintains its charge while you’re working.  
 
With 5 adjustable height positions, this stand places your laptop at a comfortable viewing 
angle to help reduce glare, as well as neck and eye fatigue usually caused by bad working 
posture or improper ergonomics. Its durable, high-quality aluminum is lightweight and 
sturdy, and allows for high heat reduction to help prevent your laptop from overheating. 
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Compact and foldable, the stand is easy to carry and store alongside your other work 
essentials. 
 
* USB-C PD power adapter is not included. 
** Requires compatible PD 3.0 host. 
PREMIUM PRODUCT CONTENT 

LONG COPY/A+ EXTENDED VERSION 

see below  

ADDITIONAL CONTENT 

Minimize Neck Fatigue and Eye Strain 
Adjust the height of your laptop at 5 different angles to help place your device in an optimal 
position for daily work. Without using any tools, you can prop your laptop at eye level to help 
reduce neck fatigue and eye strain thus supporting a more comfortable, working posture.   
Plus, it allows for better air flow to help keep your laptop cooler. 
 
An Organized Workspace 
With its integrated hub, this stand adds 4 USB-A ports, so it’s simple to add the latest 
keyboard, external drive, or other accessories to customize your workspace experience, while 
keeping cables at bay.  
 
Sturdy and Portable 
The sturdy, high quality aluminum frame is lightweight and allows for efficient heat reduction 
for your laptop, while its non-slip pads on its top and base hold the stand and your laptop in 
place. Its foldable design makes it easy to pack up and carry wherever your workspace may 
be. 

WARRANTY 

2 Year Limited Warranty  

 
Legal 
Targus is a registered trademark of Targus International LLC in the U.S. and in certain other countries. USB-C is a 
registered trademark of USB Implementers. Windows is a registered trademark or trademark of Microsoft 
Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. macOS and iPadOS are trademarks of Apple Inc., 
registered in the U.S. and other countries. Chrome OS is a trademark of Google LLC. All logos and registered 
trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
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